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Abstract

Kathmandu is a rapidly growing city where the crisis due to centralization is foreseen in the transportation sector due to lack of proper planning and vision prior to establishing settlement. The current status of the transportation system in Kathmandu is quite alarming in absence of a well-organized public transportation system. The growth of vehicles and simultaneously lack of improvements of existing facilities and traffic management have resulted in unorganized improvement of traffic thereby increasing congestion, accidents and decrease in vehicle speed affecting road capacity. So using managed scientific systems to decrease jam causing parameters with most planned system and replacing the existing systems by modern facilities, the problem can be reduced. Introduction of Bus rapid transit by gradual replacement of old transportation systems by providing a bus lane can be a promising remedial measure to optimize public transportation system in Kathmandu valley.
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1. Background

Several reasons justify the present condition of public transportation is not satisfactory inside Kathmandu. People residing on valley are choosing private means of transportation over the public transportation even it is the expensive means. People are trading their cost for other aspects like time, comfort, safety, which is not so assuring in our present public transportation. On studying the mentality of public upon the context of traffic problem in the valley, everyone has one answer and that is expansion and improvement in fixed facilities. That does not answer the whole question, expansion is not always the answer even if it is that is not the logically and economically the best answer. Proper management of fixed facilities and flow entity and logical coordination between them to have maximum output are the answer.

Godawari to Budanilkantha road section is backbone for the transportation system within Kathmandu city as it touches the two districts namely Lalitpur and Kathmandu. It also passes through the business center namely Sundhara and Ratnapark. All modes of transportation available within valley have participation in this road section. It incorporates from microbuses to buses and three wheelers like tempos and even big Buses. To overcome the unmanaged and congested public transportation, the study aims to study for the proper maintenance of the public transportation system. Mass transit system with fast and reliable system is necessary and BRT can be a good Promising solution.

2. Methodology

Available data from the Study at various road segments was used to analyze the status of delays, jam, travel time, vehicle accessibility. From literature review two vehicle Committee were found and later from field additional two Committee were noted making 4 major service providing vehicle Committee. Data collected from field like passenger occupancy, speed and delay, travel time were used to find out the present accessibility condition of Godawari to Budanilkantha section where as BRT manual was used to analyze load factor, Corridor capacity, Service frequency, Stopping Bays, Bus Lane and Bus
types. Field survey and direct interview with Road users, drivers and passengers was done to get all types of data in various sections. Direct field survey was done to collect data at both sides at more than 25 road section. Volume count survey was used to analyze present Travel condition and present serviceability, Speed and delay study was used to find travel and journey time, Economic analysis is done to check the viability and affordability.

A number of Questionnaires were Circulated to the students, various types of employers, drivers and traffic authorities by using simple random sampling. questionnaires were received and analyzed by various techniques. Data obtained from secondary sources were analyzed using My Track to find out condition and service usability of public transportation.

3. Data Analysis

Microsoft Excel, GIS and My Track were used to analyze data. The primary data obtained from the field study and secondary data collected from various sources were processed and analyzed using Excel. For the analysis of quantitative data, MS Excel was extensively used. For the station fixation and its location, My Track (a Google app) and GIS were used.

4. Findings

After the analysis we come to conclude the essence of Mass transit is to be adopted at any cost to minimize the delays and jams. After Economic Analysis of Light Rail transit (LRT), Bus Rapid transit (BRT), Ropeway possibility, we come to find feasibility of BRT. We Proposed 73 vehicles to be operating in the study area Godawari to Budanilkantha. Each vehicle leaving at interval of two minutes and so is proposed having the fare of NRs 30 as shown in economic analysis in detail. This mass transit system should be widely adopted considering public sector, Government sector with possibility Public-Private-Partnership (PPP).

5. Corridor capacity and service frequency

The corridor capacity is defined as the number of passengers traveling in fixed direction in one hour in same system of Public Transportation system. Its unit is pphpd (passenger per hour per direction). Corridor capacity=Vehicle capacity*Load factor*Service frequency*No. of stopping Bays. Load factor is taken 80%, stopping bays at each station is assumed to be 1. So having corridor capacity from data as calculated in table below service frequency is calculated as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Godawari To Budanilkantha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Passenger</th>
<th>Total No. Of Passenger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sajha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Bus</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corridor Capacity = 4115pphpd
Load Factor = 0.8
4115 = 160 * 0.8 * Service frequency * 1
Service frequency = 33 Vehicle/ hour
i.e. 36 vehicles in an hour

Time Interval = 60/33 (minutes) = 1.82 minute
6. **Analysis from flow calculations and Outcome**

At present condition the maximum of flow occurs in morning and evening peak time. The bar shows average flow of passengers in Godawari to Budanilkantha at different time.

![Graph showing average flow of passengers in Godawari to Budanilkantha at different times.]

During the study for the completion time to travel the proposed road section takes an average of 120 minutes (2 hours) for complete trip Godawari to Budanilkantha with an average delay of 29 minutes with speed limit adopted of 40 Km/hr.: 

Usually 10% extra Buses are required as Backup which may be used when certain vehicle need maintenance, repair on when certain bus are behind the schedule. So, for required considering backup are tabulated as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Factor</th>
<th>Godawari-Budanilkhantha</th>
<th>Budanilkhantha-Godawari</th>
<th>Total including 10% Backup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 reveals that poor site management and supervision by contractors, large number of work in hand, external causes such as strikes, Nepal bandh, extreme weather conditions and ineffective pre execution planning and lack of timely decision, lack of coordination between various government agencies seems to be prominent cause of delay in bridge construction project of Postal Highway Project.

7. **Analysis of Questionnaire Survey**

500 no. of questionnaires were distributed. Among them 384 questionnaires (77.4%) were received. The summary of questionnaire is as:

- Necessity of regular Cleanliness on bus.
- Uniformity of fare charge with compulsion of ticketing system for each age group of passengers.
- Total volume of buses and microbuses is insufficient based on demand of ringroad passenger.
- Video and audio materials presented should be well censored i.e. acceptable for all age groups.
- Unnecessary speeding and stopping of some buses created lot of problem for
From questionnaire we collected weekly usability, daily usability of public transport and causes of delays experienced and suggestions.

8. **Economic analysis**

Our analysis found Light rail transit is 43 times expensive than Bus Rapid Transit, so we analyze detail economic analysis and payback period of BRT

Fare analysis=21.49 NRS(per trip)

Proposed Fare =30NRS(per trip)

Cost of the bus = US$260000 = NRS 2010062600

Bank interest rate for the loan = 10%

Passengers per day = 110984

Taking fare to be Rs 30 including profit on each passenger = Rs 8

Per year fare calculation = Rs8*110984*365

=Rs324073280

Daily interest of yearly interest = \((1+0.05)^{1/365}=1.000133681\)

Calculation of Break - Even point

\[ 2010062600 *(1+0.1)^N=324073280 ((1+0.00013368)^{365}-1)/0.00013368 \]

Solving this, we get \( N = 43.01 \) years

9. **Reliability of Research Instrument**

All the data collected were highly accurate based on environmental conditions in both peak and off-peak hour. The analysis part is completed done using BRT Planning manual 2007. Assumptions of various factors and rates were used as per norms of Department of road (DOR) and DOLIDOR criteria. Outcomes of the research can be widely used to analyze similar cities and areas.
10. Conclusions

Jam & congestion is adding agony to the passengers. During our study, we found that the stretch of the road from Godawari to Budhanilkantha. During the study for the completion time to travel the proposed road section takes an average of 120 minutes (2 hours) for complete trip Godawari to Budhanilkantha with an average delay of 29 minutes. The existing delay was due to operational delay & fixed delay including jam at various sections. There are all together 80 stations were found in our study. But the number of stations should be reduced for the efficient operation and based on our study. Based on the average number of passengers in and out in each station and the corresponding distance between the two stations we have reduced the no. of stations to 66 in short term approach. From the passenger occupancy survey, we have calculated the average number of passengers in and out in hourly basis for which includes peak hour and off-peak in both direction of weekdays and supposed to include that value for weekend also.

11. Recommendations

Based on the findings of the research, following recommendations are drawn for optimizing public Transportation and minimizing delays:

(1) The record should be properly managed with the allocation of Management Information System (MIS) in each concerned authority.
(2) The present transportation system prevalent in the proposed road should be properly supervised, controlled, and must be made systematic by concerned authorities.
(3) There should be uniformity of fare charge with compulsion of ticketing system for each age group of passengers.
(4) Total volume of 70 articulated bus maybe insufficient based on demand of road passenger in future time as future demand forecasting was not done. Hence, extra buses might need to be purchased in coming future.
(5) First and foremost, there should be fixation of Bus Rapid Transit stations of short term with forecast of long term station in every location of the proposed route.
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